ABSTRACT
Temporal data mining generate temporal association rule that encapsulate transaction of item with time that’s recorded in temporal data base. Now these days recent research has focused to generate efficient fuzzy temporal association rule and transforming each quantitative value into fuzzy sets using the given membership functions. This paper presents a survey on temporal association rule and fuzzy logic. The Technical constraint of temporal data mining and fuzzy logic are identified and presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The growing significance of data stream arise in a wide range of complex application has led to the wide study of mining frequent patterns. Mining frequent sets over data streams present attractive new challenges over traditional mining in static databases. Data mining is a generally used for discovering information and knowledge from huge databases, where ‘association rules discovery’ is one of the most popular technologies. It was introduced by Argawal in 1993 [1]. It provides information of the type of “if-then” statements. These rules are generated from the dataset and it draw from measurements of the support and confidence of each rule that can show the frequency of occurrence of a given rule. Association Analysis [1, 2, 4, 6] is the process of discovering hidden pattern or condition that occur frequently together in a given data. Association Rule mining techniques finds interesting associations and correlations among data set. An association rule [1,3,4,5] is a rule, which entails certain association relationships with objects or items, for example the interrelationship of the data item as whether they occur simultaneously with other data item and how often. These rules are computed from the data and, association rules are calculated with help of probability. Mining frequent item-sets is a fundamental and essential problem in many data mining applications such as the discovery of association rules, strong rules, correlations, multi-dimensional patterns, and many other important discovery tasks. The problem is formulated as follows: Given a large database of set of items transactions, find all frequent item sets, where a frequent item set is one that occurs in at least a user-specified percentage of the database. This paper has divided into eight secessions where the first one is introduction of the area. The second one is data mining with frequent pattern. Third, one has the temporal data mining. Fourth secession explains about fuzzy association rule and finally the conclusion of the paper.

DATA MINING WITH FREQUENT PATTERN
Data Mining evolved from a simple taking out of raw data to an analytical process from large amount of data in order to collect knowledge [7]. It can be done in three stages
1: Exploration - data training
2: Architecture Construction and Verification – have the information about choosing the ones that are best appropriate method to be used
3: Deployment – it will focus on using the selected data to be proceeding with the generation of the output results.
A variety of data mining techniques such as, decision trees, association rules, and neural networks are already proposed and become the point of interest from numerous of years.

Currently temporal-based mining becomes point of interest, there are many research has been done in this area, and we will discussed them in the afterwards section. Along with that, idea of Temporal Association Rules (TAR) which includes time expressions into association rules to handle the time series for solving the problem is
TEMPORAL DATA MINING

Temporal data mining involves application of data mining technique on temporal uses data to discover temporal pattern and that deal with temporal behaviour of user/data. Temporal mining is a data mining that built-in time aspects and deal with the extraction of temporal patterns from large data sets. The utility of temporal data mining continues to grow as increasing amounts of temporal data about everyday activities become available.

Extraction of Temporal Association Patterns for Temporal data mining has been productively applied in number of fields including trading, marketing, social analysis, medical, fraud detection, robotics and assisted design. Because of that explorer’s number of efficient algorithms for temporal data model like symbolic time series, symbolic time sequences, symbolic interval series, numeric time series, item set sequences, etc have been proposed.

TEMPORAL ASSOCIATE RULES

Temporal data mining generally focus on many of practical disciplines such as statistic, meteorology, telecom, finance, temporal pattern recognition, temporal database, and optimization visualization, high performance computing & parallel computing. Earlier association rule mining pay no attention to time constrain of activity, however, the application areas are always changing with time. Temporal association rule overcome from this problem may recommend a number of interpretations, such as preceding event (PE) → succeeding event (SE)
The event (E) → PE and SE
Events → coincidental (c)

Traditional association rules have no concept of order, while time implies an ordering. If we could find the associability of time with event, nothing will be hidden to us as the events are associated to each other in the form PE→PtE(present event)→SE. In this way temporal association rule mining is to discover the valuable relationship among the items in the temporal database.

FUZZY SETS

Fuzzy sets are generalized sets which allow for a graded membership of their elements. Usually the real unit interval [0; 1] is chosen as the member-ship degree structure.

FUZZY LOGIC

Fuzzy logic is an extension of multivalve logic. However its uses are quite differing from their objectives. Thus, the fact that fuzzy logic deals with approximate rather than precise modes of reasoning implies that, in general, the chains of reasoning in fuzzy logic are short in length and rigor does not play as important a role as it does in classical logical systems.

FUZZY LOGIC

Fuzzy Association Rules mining is a novel approach based on classical association rule mining. Whenever we have a data set having a certain range of values then we might face the sharp boundary problem.

Suppose we have three range of age.  
F(x) is a function such that 
0<x<=30 then f(x) = younger  
30<x<=45 then f(x) = middle age  
x>45 then f(x) = older  

However in this example, a person aged 44 years would be middle age and a 46 year old would be older where as in reality, the difference between those ages is not that great. Therefore, here is a problem of sharp boundary. As shown in figure 2.
There are some basic approaches to solve the sharp boundary problem.

1. Quantitative approach
2. Fuzzy Taxonomic Structures
3. Approximate Item set Approach

Fig. 2 Example of sharp boundary problem

To resolve the sharp boundary problem by using Quantitative approach divide the variable Age into three fuzzy sets. The fuzzy sets and their membership functions will have to be defined by a domain expert. For easy demonstration, we will just define the borders of the sets and split the overlapping part equally between the so generated fuzzy sets. For an example, we will use the following borders for the fuzzy sets of the variable age:

Age.Low={0−33}, Age.Medium={27−48}, Age.High={42−∞}. The generated fuzzy sets is shown in Figure 1 .

For all areas having no overlap of the sets, the support will simply be 1 for the actual itemset. If there is an overlap, the membership can be computed by using the borders of the overlapping fuzzy sets. The added support will here always sum up to 1.

Fuzzy set theory has been used more and more habitually in intellectual systems because of its simplicity and similarity to human reasoning [18, 20, 26]. Numerous fuzzy data mining algorithms for inducing rules from given sets of data have been designed and used to good effect with specific domains [17, 19, 21, 22, 25]. As to fuzzy temporal data mining, since fuzzy calendar algebra could help users describe temporal requirements in fuzzy temporal calendars easily, Lee proposed two temporal patterns that were fuzzy temporal association rules and fuzzy periodic association rules based on fuzzy calendar algebra [23]. Based on Lee’s approach, Zhuo et al. introduced a relativity-based interest measure value for mining fuzzy calendar-based temporal association rules [24]. However, those fuzzy data mining approaches didn’t take item lifespan into consideration. Although Lee proposed two algorithms for discovering fuzzy temporal association rules and fuzzy periodic association rules by using fuzzy calendar algebra [23], lifespan of each item still didn’t be considered.

CONCLUSIONS

Temporal Association Rules (TAR) includes time expressions into association rules to handle the time series for solving the problem and applicable only during specific time periods. The objective of temporal mining is to discover temporal item-sets which are attributable to a considerable portion of the demand and today intelligent systems used fuzzy set because of its simplicity and similarity to human reasoning. Where data mining with fuzzy set inducing rules from given sets of data have been designed and used to good effect with specific domains. We will present a frame work for fuzzy temporal data mining that generate effective fuzzy temporal association rule.
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